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1. Introduction
Results from chemical reactions can be calculated by
using either kinetic or equilibrium data acquisition. The
corresponding procedures are therefore commonly called
either kinetic or equilibrium methods, depending on
whether measurements are made before or after equilib-
rium state of the reaction is obtained. Only kinetic
methods are considered in the following. Data from the
early course ofthe reaction can also be used to predict the
total change in sensor signal at equilibrium from which
the concentration of an analyte may be calculated as for
an equilibrium procedure [2]. Since the data used for the
calculation are measured during the progress of the
reaction such a procedure should be classified as kinetic.
Quantitative results are calculated from rates of conver-
sion formerly often called rate of reaction (see section 2,
last paragraph) by almost as many procedures as there
are different instruments on the market [3]. The nomen-
clature used by the manufacturers and also in the
scientific literature varies considerably and therefore
some degree of standardization appears desirable.
The main purpose of the guidelines is to recommend
nomenclature and minimal requirements for the calcula-
tion ofresults from rates ofconversion. Only those aspects
were considered, which appear to have practical rele-
vance at the present time. The document contains
sections on classification and theoretical background of
rate measurements and two applications, first on the
determination of the catalytic activity concentration of
enzymes and second on the determination of analyte
concentrations from conversion rates.
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2. Classification of ’conversion rate methods’
The classification proposed distinguishes between those
methods where a quantity is measured at different times
(discontinuously) and those where it is continuously
monitored (table 1). As indicated in the introduction only
those procedures are listed in table which have been
used in practice [4 and 5]; there are other theoretical
possibilities. Measured quantities can be of different
kinds such as volumes or spectrometric or electrical
quantities. Therefore, the considerations discussed in this
recommendation are not restricted to spectrometric
measurements (although the examples given refer mainly
to spectrometric methods).
Table 1. Classification ofconversion rate methods used in clinical
chemistry.
1.1.1
1.1.2
1.2
1.2.1
1.2.1.1
1.2.1.2
1.2.2
1.2.2.1
1.2.2.2
1.2.3
1.3
2.1
2.2
Discontinuously monitoring procedures
One point procedures for determining rate of
conversion
with stopped reaction
with reaction in progress
Two point procedures for determining rate of
conversion
One assay procedures
with fixed time interval
with variable time interval
Two assay procedures with identical reaction
mixture
Reaction started at different times
Reaction stopped at different times
Two assay procedures with non-identical reaction
mixture
Multiple point procedures for determining rate of
conversion
Continuous data acquisition
analogue signal direct output
analogue signal handled within system
Examples
of transformation
of signals
Quantity measured
Quantity assessed
2
Result Result
Figure 1. Transformation ofsignal to result.
In the case of spectrometry the measurement usually
leads to a radiant power difference or an absorbance
difference (quantity measured: Q), which is tranformed
into the final result (quantity assessed) for instance
catalytic activity concentration, by applying a mathemat-
ical function. In two-point procedures two Q-values are
required.
Some instruments take several readings during veryshort
time intervals (quantity elements" qi) which are trans-
formed into the quantity Q. Five examples for the
transformation of signals into results are presented in
figure 1. The number of quantity elements qi is mainly of
technical consideration and of less importance than the
choice of the calculation procedure. The extent of
reaction : (the notations used throughout this section are
in accordance with those given by IUPAC [6]), when a
reaction has time-independent stoichiometry is defined
as:
=
ni ni, 0 (1)
V (n)
where ni, o is the amount ofsubstance ofspecies at time
0 and ni at any time and where vi (n) is the stoichiometric
coefficient of the species i. is independent of the species
be it a reactant or a product.
The rate of conversion is the time derivative of" d. dni (2)
dt V (n) dt
The rate of reaction c is the rate ofconversion divided by
volume V of the analytical system; when the volume is
constant during the reaction: : dni dci v
V viV dt vi(n) dt
where ci is the amount of substance concentration of
species i.
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When the volume ofthe analytical system changes during
the reaction a correction factor must be added to v [6].
Until recently, rate of conversion was termed rate of
reaction, contrary to common usage in kinetics, which
often follows amount of substance concentration c rather
than amount of substance n. Thus ’rate of reaction’
should now be named ’rate of conversion’ according to a
recent IUPAC definition [6].
2.1. Discontinuously measuring methods
In the simplest procedure, only one measurement of the
quantity Q is obtained during the progress ofthe reaction.
The measurement can be made either after stopping the
reaction or, if accurately timed, while the reaction is in
progress. Such procedures .are commonly called ’one
point procedures’. To obtain the quantity difference AQ
for this approach an additional measurement of the
quantity Q has to be made under conditions where the
reaction cannot take place. These methods should not be
used if the reaction includes a lag phase (3.2.5) or if a
sample blank occurs.
When the quantity observed, absorbance for instance, is
measured twice during the progress of the reaction, the
two measurements can be taken either from one assay or
from two separate assays.
When the quantity observed is measured at two different
times, either the time interval At (fixed-time) or the
quantity difference AQ (variable procedure time) can be
kept constant.
From theoretical considerations it can be shown, that the
fixed-time approach is to be preferred for first Order
reaction for the determination of substrate concentration
(5.1.2). In contrast the variable time procedure is more
suitable for the determination ofcatalytic activity concen-
tration of most enzymes or other catalysts [7].
Some procedures require that measurements be made on
two aliquots from the same specimen. These reactions are
either started simultaneously, the quantity being
measured at two different times, or started at two
different times and the quantity measured simultaneously
[8]. The reactions may also be started at the same time
and be measured after the same interval for both assays if
one of the reactions has been omitted in one assay. In
each case a single quantity difference between the
measurements made on the two assays is used for the
calculation of the rate of conversion.
2.2 Continuously measuring methods
By using instruments with analogue data output, conti-
nuous recording of the measured quantity is the method
of choice for manual procedures [9]. The quantity
measured is continuously displayed to the operator, for
example on a recorder or an oscilloscope.
3. Theoretical aspects of minimal requirements for
evaluation of rates of conversion for calculating
catalytic activity concentrations of enzymes
3.1. Current definitions and recommendations by professional
societies
The acceptance by IFCC, IUB and IUPAC [9] of
common definitions of terms has been a necessary
prerequisite for the production of IFCC methods for the
determination of the catalytic activity concentration of
enzymes.
3.1.1.
Catalytic activity (symbol z) of an enzyme is a property
quantified by the catalysed rate of conversion of a
specified chemical reaction, produced in a specified assay
system 10 and 11 ].
3.1.2.
Catalytic activity divided by the volume of the original
system from which the samples comes is named catalytic
activity concentration (symbol b) [9].
3.1.3.
It is recommended by IUPAC-IUB [10] that determina-
tion of enzyme activity be based on zero-order reaction
with respect to substrate. This is often achieved by
measuring the initial rate of conversion after exclusion of
irregularities of the start reaction.
3.1.4.
The unit of catalytic activity is katal (kat), i.e. mol s-x.
According to its definition, catalytic activity is expressed
in the same SI unit as rate of conversion [9].
3.1.5.
Catalytic activity concentration has the unit kat 1-1 or
mol s-1 1-1.
3.1.6.
Calculation of catalytic activity concentration using
spectrometric methods"
AA V dA V
b orb (4)
At e Vs dt e Vs
Ifa lag phase is present, the first measurement should be
made only when the rate of conversion has become
constant, for example when the absorbance measured is a
linear function of time.
In multiple point procedures for determining the rate of
conversion, the measured quantity is usually recorded
several or many times while the reaction proceeds in one
assay. Three measurements (Q) must be made to
calculate at least two quantity differences.
where:
AA is the absorbance difference (unit: 1)
b is catalytic activity concentration (unit: kat 1-1)
is the pathlength of the cuvette (unit’ m)
At is the time difference (unit: s)
V is the volume of the assay system (unit: 1)
V is the volume of the sample (unit: 1)
e is the molar lineic absorbance (unit: m2 mo1-1)
dA
d"
is the instantaneous slope (unit: s-1).
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3.2. Variable rates of enzyme-catalysed reactions due to the
mechanism ofenzyme catalysis
In descriptions of methods for assays of enzymes the
selection of reaction conditions should support a
catalysed rate of conversion which during a reasonable
period of time has a constant value, i.e. zero-order
kinetics (with respect to substrate). However, there are
many reasons why this situation is rarely achieved. These
will be discussed in the following sections. The reaction
conditions and duration ofreaction defined in recommen-
ded and selected methods for measurements of catalytic
activity of enzymes can minimize, but not totally
eliminate, sources of variable values of the rate of
conversion.
One-substrate reactions, catalysed by a single enzyme,
obey zero-order kinetics provided the concentration of
substrate is saturating. Due to accumulation of (inhibi-
tory) products, reverse reaction and depletion of sub-
strate, deviation from zero-order kinetics soon occurs.
This results in decreasing values of the measured rate of
conversion.
If multiple forms of the enzyme, and not just a single
form, act as catalysts, the measured rate of conversion
may not assume a constant value. This is due to
differences in the catalytic properties of the different
forms.
Reaction conditions cannot always be chosen to support a
zero-order reaction. It may be necessary to accept
non-saturating concentrations of the substrate for
instance because of low solubility, inhibitory effect or
high absorbance of the substrate.
In two-substrate or multiple-substrate reactions, depar-
ture from zero-order may occur for the same reasons as in
one-substrate reactions. However, the difficulties of
keeping the enzyme saturated with substrate are more
pronounced. The frequency of substrate and product
inhibition also increases.
3.2.5.
Catalytic activity can be determined using techniques in
which the primary reaction is coupled to an indicator
reaction catalysed by an indicator enzyme. One or more
auxiliary reactions may be involved. This may lead to a
significant period ofnon-linearity during the build-up ofa
steady-state concentration of product(s) from the pri-
mary reaction, acting as substrates ofthe auxiliary and/or
indicator reaction(s). This period is called the ’lag phase’.
Its duration depends on the kinetic properties of the
auxiliary and/or indicator enzyme(s); it can be shortened
by using higher catalytic activity concentrations of these
enzymes.
In most cases, the steady-state concentration of the
substrate of the indicator reaction that is obtained after
the lag phase will not fulfill the requirements ofzero-order
kinetics for the indicator reaction. However, it is stable in
the steady state though the concentration is very low.
Most of the two-substrate indicator reactions dependent
on pyridine coenzyme allow a constant rate ofconversion
even at relatively low coenzyme concentrations [12].
After the lag phase, a pseudo-zero-order reaction will
therefore be obtained.
3.3. Variable rates of enzyme-catalysed reactions not inherent to
the mechanism ofcatalysis
3.3.1.
Changes in the catalytic properties of the enzyme
molecule may occur during the measurement, for
instance by:
(a) Thermal or chemical inactivation of the enzyme.
(b) Unstable pH value of the reaction mixture.
(c) Improper thermostating.
(d) Removal or inactivation of activators.
(e) Introduction ofcontaminants from instrument parts,
acting as modifiers of the catalysed process.
(f) Autocatalysis (conversion of proenzymes within the
reaction mixture).
3.3.2.
Chemical and physical phenomena unrelated to the
catalytic properties of the enzyme, for example"
(i) Unstable end-products of the catalysed reaction.
(ii) Reagent-blank reactions (3.4).
(iii) Sample-blank reactions (3.4).
(iv) Changing turbidity of the analytical system.
(v) Incorrect addition and mixing of reagents.
(vi) Gas bubbles and particles in the analytical system.
3.4. Blank reactions
Blank reactions constitute all reactions that are detect-
able as rate processes by the measuring device and that
cause incorrectly determined rates of conversion for the
reaction of interest.
Blank rates of conversion may be constant or variable
with time. They should, by selection of proper reaction
conditions, be low in comparison with the overall rate of
conversion. The blank rates should be described in the
method together with directions for their compensations
when this is necessary to avoid bias. For an example see
reference [12]. Two kinds of blank reactions are to be
considered (as follows).
3.4.1.
Reagent blank reactions affect rates of conversion in the
complete analytical system except the sample.
Sample blank reactions are due to one or more com-
ponents of the sample in the absence of one reaction
component, and give rise to rates ofconversion other than
the one produced by the component to be assessed.
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3.4.3. Compensationfor blank reactions
The magnitude of the effects of blank reactions depends
on the reaction conditions on the quality of reagents and
on the composition of the sample. The methods of
compensation for blank reactions depend on the way in
which measurement is made (table 1).
Measurements of blank reactions should be made in a
way similar to the one by which the overall catalysed rate
ofconversion is measured. More particularly, the times at
which measurements are performed must be the same.
Therefore the lag phase and the time interval during
which the blank reaction is followed should be the same
as for the overall reaction.
A blank reaction may be measured separately. It is then
compensated for arithmetically as part of the calculation
of the catalytic activity concentration of the enzyme. It
may also be measured simultaneously with the overall
reaction and compensated for electronically by the
measuring system.
The composition of the reaction mixture for measuring
the blank reaction rate depends on the kind of blank
reaction to be compensated. A complete reaction mixture
without sample is used in compensation for reagent blank
reactions. Sample plus an incomplete reaction mixture is
used in the compensation for sample blank reactions.
Even with both these corrections not all ’false’ contribu-
tions to the overall’ rate of conversion are necessarily
removed.
4. Calculation and validation ofthe catalytic activity
concentration of enzymes
4.1. Calculation methods
The mathematical procedures used for converting the
measurement quantities to final results are described in
the following. All calculations should be performed with
quantities measured when the catalysed reaction
proceeds as a zero-order or pseudo-zero-order reaction.
Only procedures using the fixed-time approach are
considered.
4.1.1. Delta methods
The difference between the values of a quantity, such as
absorbance measured at two different times (AA) is the
so-called delta. The application of the delta methods
requires defined time intervals between successive
measurement and use ofmore than two values, it is usual
to work with constant time intervals. The calculation of
the catalytic activity concentration ofenzymes is based on
the deltas. It is possible to estimate to what extent the
linear function fits the observed successive quantities by
comparing the various deltas with each other, for
example by forming ratios or differences; in the last case
the time intervals must be identical.
4.1.2. Regression methods
By using more than three quantity values (Q) it is
possible to calculate the slope of the absorbance curve
against time by the linear regression method.
The regression procedure may be improved if the
quantities measured (Q) are obtained at least at five
different times. This allows the exclusion of up to two
outliers (statistical methods are available for the detec-
tion ofoutliers, for more details see statistical textbooks).
For instance with seven values there are 21 combinations
of five values resulting in 21 determinations of the slope
and 21 accompanying variances. The slope with the
lowest variance is the improved slope from which the
catalytic activity concentration is calculated [13]. It is
recommended to use at least five quantity values to
warrant good results, especially if there are outliers. The
linear regression method is formulated as:
Q a + bt (5)
where a is the intercept, b is the slope and the time. The
slope has the dimension of Q/t (A/t if absorbance, is
measured); it is inserted in equation 4 in place of&A/&t.
4.1.3. Derivative methods
In using derivative methods the quantity function is
followed continuously or at (very) small consecutive time
deltas. The function is linear if the second derivative is
equal to zero. The catalytic activity concentration of
enzymes will be calculated from the first derivative. In
practice, different methods for calculating and evaluating
catalytic activity concentrations of enzymes are applied
(for instance the slope can be calculated with the
regression method and the linearity can be checked with a
delta method).
4.1.4. Integral methods
The quantity function is integrated during different time
segments. The catalytic activity concentration ofenzymes
is obtained from the difference between the integrals of
the various segments. This method may be applied using
electronic (analogue) circuits for continuous integration
or microprocessors integrating the digitized signals. The
integral method has the advantage that outlying values
influence the final result less than methods using discrete
values of the function.
4.2. Evaluation methods
Evaluation methods should detect those values from the
set of quantities measured which could lead to erroneous
results.
Common causes are:
(a) Non constant conversion rates (3.2 to 3.4).
(b) Outliers: single value(s) deviating significantly from
the linear range of the function.
(c) Exhaustion of substrate cofactor.
(d) Interfering sample blank reactions (3.4).
The first two errors can only be detected using .multiple-
measurement points. The third error which frequently
occurs in the clinical laboratory can be detected by
non-linear response. In case of total exhaustion of
substrate(s) or cofactors(s) this can be detected by
measuring the difference between the absorbance at the
beginning and at the end of the reaction. This difference
should always be checked when very low results are
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recorded. Another approach for detecting substrate
exhaustion can be measurement at two different
wavelengths (bichromatic measurement). The fourth
error can be detected and compensated ,for using two
assay procedures with non-identical reaction mixtures
(3.43).
4.2.1. Visual evaluation
Errors not easily disclosed by calculation methods may be
detected by visual inspection of, for example a plot. This
method, therefore, is a valuable alternative or supple-
ment to any computed check of errors.
4.2.2. Evaluation ofmultiple-point procedures
Non-linearity and possible outliers (called ’errors’) can
only be detected with multiple measurements provided
that the measurement intervals chosen are sufficiently
large in relation to the resolution of the instrument.
4.2.3. A procedure to determine confidence limits for calculated
results
A good estimation of the distribution of the errors can be
obtained from about 100 results. These results should
stem from correctly made measurements showing only
random variation.
A tolerable value o for the probability offirst kind error-
usually o 5% has to be chosen according to the need
of the laboratory (this is important because this error
implies the number-fraction of false alarms!).
As lower and upper confidence limits the 0t/2 and the 100
0t/2 per cent quantiles of the above error distribution
will be taken.
In the special case where the error variable has a Gaussian
distribution and 0t 5%, the confidence limits for a
calculated result r are r 2s and r + 2s (s standard
deviation).
5. Calculation and evaluation methods for the deter-
mination of analyte concentrations from conversion
rates
5.1. Theoretical considerations and calculation methods
Conversion rate procedures for the determination of
analyte concentrations can be based on catalysed and
non-catalysed reactions. Methods for calculations
according to various orders of reaction are described in
the following 14].
5.1.1. Zero-order reactions
Zero-order reactions are typically applied for calculating
the catalytic activity concentration of enzymes. The
characteristics for this kind ofmeasurement have already
been described in section 3.2. The technique has been
extended to determine the concentration of enzyme
activators and inhibitors by measuring their influence on
the rate ofenzyme-catalysed reactions, for example in the
determination of heparin using a chromogenic substrate
[15], and in the determination of antibodies or antigens
by means of enzyme labelled antigens or antibodies in
enzyme-immuno-assay 16 and 17].
If the volume is constant throughout the reaction,
zero-order reactions are characterized by:
diS]
v k0 (6)
dt
where:
k0 rate constant (unit: mol 1-1 s-1)
IS] substrate concentration (unit: mol 1-1)
time (unit: s)
v rate of reaction (unit: mol 1-1 s-l).
Because the rate of reaction is independent of the
substrate concentration, the zero side cannot be used for
the determination of substrate concentration. If the
analyte, however, inhibits the activity of the enzyme, a
dependency between the concentration ofthe analyte and
the rate of reaction may be found:
v f(ci) (7)
where:
ci concentration of analyte
v rate of reaction.
Whether the function is linear or non-linear, several
calibrators are necessary for calculating the analyte
concentration (calibration-curve).
5.1.2. First-order reactions
The simplest case of a first-order reaction is
Sk-x P (8)
where:
S = substrate
P product
kl rate constant (unit: s-l).
In this case the rate of reaction is defined as:
-diS]
v= [P] kl (9)
dt
where:
[S] substrate concentration (unit: mol 1-1)
time (unit: s)
v rate of reaction (unit: mol 1-1 s-l).
For enzymatic methods, using the Michaelis-Menten
expression the following applies 18]
’ v [S] (10)
[S] + Km
where:
Km Michaelis-Menten constant (unit: mol 1-1)
Jmax maximum rate of reaction.
This implies that the substrate concentration alone must
be the limiting factor [19 and 20], when IS] << Km. The
part of the reaction in which a linear proportionality
exists between rate of reaction and substrate concentra-
tion and therefore in which an analytical determination of
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substrate concentration can be based on rate of reaction,
is for values of [S]/Km below 0.2 [20 and 21]. The error in
measuring the initial rate can be neglected for [S]/Km
<0.05 [22]. Therefore it can be stated, when
[S] + Km Km or when [S] << Km
Y [S] Krn
IS] k (11)
In order to increase an apparent K,, competitive
inhibitors can be added to the reaction mixture [23]"
K= Km + Km [I] (12/ K
where
[I] inhibitor concentration
K1 dissociation constant of the enzyme-inhibitor
complex.
Provided that IS]
mx
[sj + (m + m[]/)
’U
[s] [s] (
IS] +/(’m
(13)
The first-order reaction under these conditions is also
described by the assumption of Michaelis-Menten: The
rate-limiting step in an enzyme-catalysed reaction is the
turnover of the enzyme-substrate complex to product(s)
and enzyme. By integration of equation 9 with respect to
time from 0 to it follows that
[S] [S]o e- :t (14)
where
[S]0 initial substrate concentration.
This shows that for first-order reactions there is an
exponential relationship between absorbance and time.
If the measured quantity (for example the absorbance
difference AA for the interval tl to t2) is linear with respect
to the concentration of substrate or the concentration of
product, the initial substrate concentration can be
calculated using a first-order approach. Since at time t:
[Pit IS]0 [Sit (15)
where:
[Pit product concentration at time
it follows, according to equation (14), that
[P], [S]o (1 e- kq);
or
[P]2 [S]o (1 e-kt). (16)
If the absorbance
A1 e[P]l, andA E[P]2 (17)
it follows that
AA e(-[P] [P]I) and (181
AA e[S]o(e- :tl e- kt) and (19)
Therefore
AA
[S]o (o) e(e-’tl e- t2)
For situations in which absorbance increases with time a
simple check for the first-order reaction is to plot In (A
At) versus time, which should be a linear function 14].
In some special cases, the slope of the initial rate of
conversion can be used for calculating the analyte
concentration [24].
5.1.3. Second-order reactions
In second-order reactions, the analyte concentration is
not in a linear relationship to the rate of conversion. The
maximum conversion rate (peak rate) can be used for
calculation rather than fixed-time reading (25).
5.2. Advantages and disadvantages ofconversion rate methodsfor
the determination ofanalyte concentrations
Advantages ofconversion rate methods in comparison to
equilibrium methods may be:
Elimination of sample blanks;
Shorter analysis time as compared to equilibrium
methods;
Reduction of interferences in cases where the interfer-
ing compound leads to a reaction with kinetics different
from that caused by the analyte.
The disadvantages of the kinetic approaches described
above are larger dependencies on experimental variables
such as temperature, pH, inhibitors, activators, etc. and
the limited linear range for sut’strates of enzyme reac-
tions. These problems can be greatly reduced using
special multipoint curve-fitting methods [26].
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7. Key to symbols
Symbol Quantity SI Unit
absorbance
catalytic activity- mol 1-x s-X; (kat/1)
concentration ofenzyme
concentration ofsubstance mol 1-
inhibitor
dissociation constant 7
Michaelis-Menten constant mol 1-
zero order rate constant mol 1- s-
first order rate constant s-
pathlength m
amount ofsubstance mol
product ofreaction
quantity measured unit ofQ
quantity element unit ofQ
substrate ofreaction
standard deviation unit ofQ
time
volume ofthe as.say system
maximum rate ofreaction mol 1- s-
volume ofthe sample
rate ofreaction mol 1-1 s-
catalytic activity ofenzyme mols-1; (kat)
value ofprobability
difference
extent of reaction mol
rate ofconversion mol s-
molar absorbance m2 mol-
stoichiometric coefficient
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